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-------- Doorgestuurd bericht -------Onderwerp:Personality-change
Datum:Sun, 2 Jul 2017 07:12:31 +0200
Van:destokkel <d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>
Aan:urmas@usinvest.ee

UrmasSõõrumaa,
There is not one person on Earth, who can residence
on my Highspeed frequency for Social Intelligence.
Not even Galaxy-professor BrianCox,
who will put my system for Predicting the Future on
paper one day.
He is too richt and too narcistic too.
I can't do this Myself, now I must go forwards
for Rock Law Love.
Can't leave this RLL-system;
have no money to buy Myself free from Slavery on Earth.
It must be my destiny "Make Love Work'.
But, who feeds Me?
The Galaxy.
At night.
In 1998, I had one psychiatrist in my life for over a year,
who was partly intelligent enough for me;
he died in the week before I started the
ICC-lawcase in 2007.
'The Living die to help the Living, you must believe in it'.
People die in my life to feed my from the Galaxy, for the completion
of my G-duty on Earth.
Don't want it, but its a system I can't stop.
Rotten persons don't die, so they can't polute my brain or the
G-duties of other persons.
Personality-change
G&G give Me... dreams at night.
When I don't understand the pictures, its meant to change Me within
a few weeks time.
At the moment the bigger G-lab experiment rules my life:
'Nothing stays the same, but if you are willing to play the game...
it will be coming around again'.
Will Love come around again?
This time in a good relationship?
Thus, there is a man... intelligent enough for Me - Myself - I?
Where......
Where do you fit in?
Work - Earth - G-lab for Love.
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Work: you should have invested about 10.000 euro in Me in 2008
and built NLFschool for young adults together with Me.
Than we would have less terrorism in Europe - Earth today.
You used Me as food for your personal sense of might & money.
Published a book ... with stolen knowledge. From Me.
I became furious; you changed your personality.
A G-job you had to choose and fullfil.
It didn't come as 'a dream-system at night for a personality-change
within a fortnight'.
Are you ready to change your personality within a month;
as I require you to do?
My demands are transparent: how dare I !?
'Rock Law Love' comes with a rythm on a timeline.
Terrorists comprehend this timeline very well, while the persons on Earth
who are about the become the victims of these monsters are
unwilling to learn.
Not even for their self-protection... they are prepared to jump on my
timeline for Rock Law Love.
Somehow its my punishment
'to observe people destroy themselves needlessly'.
I haven't won the lottery... theyrefore I can't escape this hel.
There is only one thing left to do, namely:
'Make people start - undergo - finish a personality-change'.
That is... when I have contacted them for assistance and
they turn me into food for greed.
When they are smart they work with me in equality.
Even when they don't understand 'what I am doing'.
For the Evolution of Communication-skills.
They target is always clear; I put it in writing on a timeline
'slow persons from Earth can handle'.
I have given you many many timelines.
While I am waiting for you to grow into Social Intelligence.
Its a bit like 'watch paint dry'.
A skill that can be needed for the completion of the final proces.

No time left
You have about 9 years of me life.
And in those 9 years, you only have been a parasite on my body,
understanding very well 'that I can't do anything else but sacrifice Myself
as your Food for Thoughts'.
My explanations 'for the Best result ever' are being plundered and shovelled
aside, untill you need them for your survival. Attitude-problem.
You should have taken a plane to Holland and start to work
with me together... for the Program of the G-laboratorium.
And you know this very well.
But you don't want to make the effort;
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don't want to be a really Good person with a new personality
on a timeline that brings Justice & Peace to Earth.
Not even for your kids; they can be bombed away too!
So, there is a rotten part in you... that must be put under pressure.
Perhaps you will change in time, perhaps not.
ICC-prison
If you don't change in time, I will put you in ICC-prison for my
self-defence.
It will cost you your business.
Not only security, real-estate as well.
And you have brought it upon you Yourself.
Unwilling to accept 'the Best personality-change ever'
for a Life in Rock Law Love ... with the aim to remove
terrorism from Earth.
'We - mankind - didn't always have had terrorism in EU,
so we must do something wrong'.
I know what mankind does wrong... and I can fix it.
If only people would be prepared 'to accept the Future as
a G-lab setting for Life as we are suppose to Live it'.
When you are not prepared to Live Life as we are suppose to do,
I must move on.
I can't keep looking back over my shoulder... hoping that
one day 'you are prepared to Live the good Life the Galaxy had
- and even still has... - planned for the Two fo Us in NLFschool
for young adults'.
You have untill 1august2017, to accept a G-personality-change.
And undo your mistake in connection with me.
The quickest way out is send me a letter in which you apologize
for the way you have handled me... and offer me a payment for the
damage. Also address this letter to ICC, the way I list addresses
in my letters.
The best way is to take the plane - bring a few kids for a holiday overhere and restore NLFschool .....with Me - Myself - I.
The worst attitude you can have is stay a parasite on my body- soul - spirit.
What do You think will happen to you when you accept my system
for personality-change on the Highspeed freqeuncy?
DesireeStokkel

If I have to put you in ICC-prison, I will add this email to the letter.
On CD.

With regards,
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DesireeStokkel
donkerelaan 39
2061jk bloemendaal
ICClawcase against NL OTP-CR-407/07
www.desireestokkel-nl.net
www.nieuwswet-newslaw.org
Elke ontvanger van deze email is volgens de Grondwet Mensenrechtenverdragen
wettelijk verplicht te bewijzen dat hij / zij weigert samen te werken met
parlementsleden - koning - rechtspraak - lobby aan het folteren - doden
van
burgers.
Geen emails meer ontvangen? Dan even juridisch bewijs
aanleveren.
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/grondwet-republiek-nl.html
http://www.desireestokkel-nl.net/uploads/5/6/2/4/56243847
/constitution.republic.nl.2014.2016.icc.parliament.judiciarycouncil.lobby.king.13jan2016.pdf
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